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U

nderstanding how conscious perception
arises in the brain is a major challenge
for neuroscience. Experimentally, one approach consists of comparing the neuronal
activity evoked by identical weak stimuli,
which are sometimes perceived and sometimes
remain subliminal. Previous experiments have
shown that subliminal stimuli elicit considerable
activity in many brain areas, including the prefrontal cortex (1), raising the question of why this
activity is insufficient for conscious report (2).
The classical model that describes how weak
stimuli are perceived or missed is signal detection theory (SDT) (3). It posits that stimuli elicit
a stochastic signal, which has to reach a threshold
for perception (Fig. 1A). Stimuli that fail to reach
the threshold are missed. In the absence of a
stimulus, the signal usually stays below the
threshold (correct rejection) but may cross the
threshold on occasion, giving rise to a false
alarm. According to SDT, a higher threshold
decreases the number of false alarms but also
increases the number of misses.
SDT does not specify the brain processes that
determine the variability of the stimulus-induced
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signal nor the mechanism that determines the
threshold. By contrast, global neuronal workspace theory (GNWT) (1, 4) proposes that stimuli
reach awareness by propagating to the higher
levels of the cerebral cortex, where they can
lead to “ignition,” a nonlinear event that causes
information about a brief stimulus to become sustained and broadcasted back through recurrent
interactions between many brain areas (Fig. 1B)
(5). According to GNWT, there are two reasons
why a stimulus may fail to become consciously
accessible. First, the propagation of activity to
higher levels may be too weak. Second, global
ignition may fail—for example, if the system is
refractory because another stimulus caused ignition or if attention is diverted (1). Combining
insights from SDT and GNWT (6, 7), we hypothesized that the SDT threshold might equal the
amount of neural activity required for ignition.
Furthermore, the stochasticity in signal strength
might relate to variations in the propagation
of activity from lower to higher cortical levels,
possibly caused by fluctuations in prestimulus
brain state.
We trained monkeys to detect low-contrast
stimuli and recorded multiunit activity (MUA) in
areas V1 and V4 of the visual cortex and in the
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC) in order to
examine the fate of identical subliminal and
supraliminal stimuli. We asked the following
questions: (i) Where in the visual hierarchy do
subliminal signals get lost? (ii) Which neuronal
mechanisms underlie the threshold for reporting
a stimulus? (iii) What are the internal sources of
fluctuations that allow a fixed stimulus to either
cross or fail to cross the threshold?
The monkeys directed their gaze to a fixation
point, and on half of the trials, we presented a
2° low-contrast circle as stimulus in the neurons’
receptive field (RF) for 50 ms (Fig. 1C). After a
delay of 450 ms, introduced to prevent reflexive eye movements (8), the monkey reported
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Why are some visual stimuli consciously detected, whereas others remain subliminal?
We investigated the fate of weak visual stimuli in the visual and frontal cortex of awake monkeys
trained to report stimulus presence. Reported stimuli were associated with strong sustained
activity in the frontal cortex, and frontal activity was weaker and quickly decayed for unreported
stimuli. Information about weak stimuli could be lost at successive stages en route from
the visual to the frontal cortex, and these propagation failures were confirmed through
microstimulation of area V1. Fluctuations in response bias and sensitivity during perception
of identical stimuli were traced back to prestimulus brain-state markers. A model in which
stimuli become consciously reportable when they elicit a nonlinear ignition process in higher
cortical areas explained our results.

the stimulus by making a saccade to its previous
location. In the absence of a stimulus, the monkey
made a saccade to another, smaller gray circle (the
reject dot). Accuracy on such stimulus-absent trials
was high (~5 to 10% of false alarms). We adjusted
the contrast on stimulus-present trials close to the
threshold of perception, at an accuracy of ~80%
(supplementary materials, materials and methods).
The contrast threshold (qHigh; accuracy of 80%)
varied with stimulus eccentricity between 2.5
and 7% (fig. S1, A to C). To examine perception
of very weak stimuli, we also defined a second
threshold, qLow, associated with an accuracy of
40% and categorized stimulus strength into three
categories: easy (contrast > qHigh), intermediate
(qLow < contrast < qHigh), and difficult (contrast <
qLow) (Fig. 1D). We normalized the neuronal responses to the activity elicited by a high-contrast
stimulus (supplementary materials, materials and
methods).
Stimuli with higher contrasts elicited more
activity than did stimuli with lower contrasts
(time window 0 to 300 ms after stimulus onset,
t tests, all P < 10−3) (Fig. 1E). Within each strength
category, we compared neuronal activity between
hits and misses with identical stimulus contrast
(supplementary materials, materials and methods).
Hits elicited stronger activity in V1, V4, and the
dlPFC than did misses, at every difficulty level
(window 0 to 300 ms, paired t tests, all areas
and categories P < 0.01) (Fig. 2A and fig. S2, example recording sites). Hence, during misses information is lost during the propagation of visual
information to higher cortical areas. In the dlPFC
and, to a lesser extent, areas V4 and V1, the extra
neuronal activity for hits was maintained until
the saccade (time window 300 to 500 ms, all
areas and categories P < 0.05) (Fig. 2 and fig. S3).
To determine the locus of the information loss,
we computed the miss fraction—the percentage
of activity remaining for nonreported stimuli
(ActivityMiss/ActivityHit* 100%, time window 0
to 300 ms) (Fig. 2B). For the difficult stimuli,
the miss fraction was 46% in area V1 and 14%
in V4, implying a substantial loss of activity
before V1 and a further loss between V1 and V4
[significant difference between miss fractions in
V1 and V4, t46 = 2.5, P < 0.01, number of recording sites in V1 (NV1) = 27, NV4 = 26]. For the
intermediate and easy stimuli, the miss fractions
were much higher (around 60 and 80%, respectively) and did not differ significantly between V1
and V4 (for both, P > 0.05), indicating substantial propagation of neural activity for misses.
Now, however, extra activity was lost between
V4 and the dlPFC, both for the intermediate (62
versus 33%, t50 = 3.4, P < 0.05, NV4 = 33, NdlPFC =
19) and easy stimuli (83 versus 22%, t49 = 4.0, P <
10−3, NV4 = 34, NdlPFC = 17). Thus, subliminal
stimuli can be lost at different stages of bottom-up
signal propagation, depending on their strength.
The activity levels in V1 and V4 on easy miss
trials (Fig. 2A, right, red curves) were at least as
strong as those on difficult hit trials (Fig. 2A, left,
green curves). Hence, the neuronal activity level
in these areas does not fully predict stimulus
detection. In the dlPFC, however, the activity
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elicited by hits was stronger at all contrast levels
than that elicited by misses, implying that these
neurons predicted conscious report in a more
categorical manner, which is presumably related
to the planning of an eye movement toward the

A

neurons’ RF. These results were consistent between monkeys (fig. S4).
In the absence of a stimulus, neuronal activity
also differed between false alarms and correct
rejections (Fig. 2A). In the dlPFC and area V4,
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neuronal activity was higher on false-alarm trials
(time window 200 ms before saccade; dlPFC,
t27 = 4.5, P < 10−3; V4, t36 = 4.8, P < 10−3), with a
trend in the same direction in area V1 (t34 = 1.8,
P = 0.07). The extra activity on false-alarm trials
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Fig. 1. Visual perception at low contrast. (A) SDT holds that stimuli
need to cause an internal signal strength larger than a threshold to be
perceived and reported. The internal signal strength is stochastic, and
false alarms result if the signal crosses the threshold in the absence of a
stimulus. In SDT, the subject’s bias can be changed by shifting the
threshold. A high threshold makes the subject more conservative, and a
low threshold makes the subject less conservative, in his “target present”
judgments. d-prime is a measure of the subject’s sensitivity. It
corresponds to the distance between the distributions of signal strength
for stimulus-present and stimulus-absent trials, measured in units
of the standard deviation. (B) According to GNWT, sensory activity first
needs to be propagated to the higher stages of the cortical hierarchy.
If it is strong enough, it can access awareness by causing “global ignition,”
a process that enables maintenance and sharing of information about the
stimulus between cortical processors, manifested by an increase in
activity. (C) Contrast detection task. On half of the trials, a low-contrast 2°
van Vugt et al., Science 360, 537–542 (2018)
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circle stimulus was presented for 50 ms after 300 to 500 ms of fixation.
On the other half of the trials, there was no stimulus. After a delay of
450 ms, the monkey reported the stimulus by making a saccade to its
previous location and the absence of the stimulus by making a saccade
to a smaller gray circle (reject dot). (D) Psychometric detection curve for
an example session in monkey B. We determined two thresholds, qLow
(accuracy of 40%) and qHigh (accuracy of 80%), based on the psychometric
function. (E) MUA elicited in V1, V4, and the dlPFC by means of easy
(contrast > qHigh), intermediate (qLow < contrast < qHigh), and difficult stimuli
(contrast < qLow). The activity was averaged across all recording sites per
brain region. The numbers of sites—NEasy, NIntermed, and NDiff—in area V1 were
33, 25, and 23; in V4 were 36, 34, and 29; and in the dlPFC were 17, 20,
and 14, respectively. The vertical scale bar is in units of normalized activity
because the MUA at all sites was normalized to the response elicited by a
high-contrast stimulus (supplementary materials, materials and methods,
and fig. S8). The shaded areas represent ± SEM.
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Fig. 2. Activity in areas V1 and V4 and the dlPFC in the contrast-detection task. (A) Activity
averaged across all recording sites in (top) V1, (middle) V4, and (bottom) dlPFC by contrasts
lower than qLow (difficult; left), between qLow and qHigh (intermediate; middle), and higher than qHigh
(easy; right) for contrast-matched hits (green curves) and misses (red curves). The black curves
indicate average activity on trials in which the monkeys correctly reported the absence of a stimulus,
and the blue curves indicate activity on trials with false alarms. (Inset) The influence of choice on
late V4 activity in one of the conditions. (B) Miss fraction (ActivityMiss/ActivityHit × 100%) in V1
(blue bars), V4 (yellow bars), and the dlPFC (red bars) for the different stimulus categories
(time window, 0 to 300 ms after stimulus onset).

sitivity (S), designed to discriminate hits from
misses without influencing the false-alarm rate
(Fig. 3, A and B, and supplementary materials,
materials and methods). A high S value increased
visually driven activity, especially in the higher
areas, in accordance with an influence on the
efficiency of activity propagation to higher levels
(Fig. 3E). Hence, we identified separable influences of prestimulus brain state on the subject’s response bias and sensitivity. Bias B relates
to an increase in ongoing activity, whereas sensitivity S relates to an increase in the efficiency of
signal propagation (Fig. 3F).
We interpreted our results in terms of variation in signal propagation from area V1 to V4
and then onward to the PFC, but visual informa-
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tion can reach higher areas through multiple
routes, some of which bypass area V1 (12). To
specifically demonstrate the role of V1-to-V4
propagation and its failures around the threshold
of perception, we activated area V1 with electrical
microstimulation while recording from V4. The
monkeys reported a phosphene—an illusory light
percept at the RF of the stimulated neurons (13)—
elicited in V1 with five pulses (200 Hz) while we
varied stimulation strength (Fig. 4A). We determined
two thresholds for the stimulation current (Fig. 4B;
the distribution of qHigh is shown in fig. S1D) and
recorded MUA in V4 from neurons with RFs that
overlapped with those of the stimulated V1
neurons (Fig. 4C, right) for a total of 84 V1-V4
pairs (58 in monkey B and 26 in monkey C).
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was already present in a 300-ms time window
before stimulus onset in all areas (for all, P <
0.05), suggesting that increased cortical excitation is a prestimulus brain-state marker that predicts false alarms. We therefore computed the
area under the receiver-operating curve (AUROC).
An AUROC of 0.5 indicates no predictive power,
and a value of 1 indicates perfect prediction. We
obtained AUROCs of 0.52, 0.52, and 0.57 in areas
V1 and V4 and the dlPFC, respectively (300 ms
time window) (Fig. 3A, striped green MUA bars).
The AUROC values around the time that a stimulus could have been presented, known as “choice
probabilities,” were higher (striped black bars).
On stimulus-present trials, we focused on trials
of intermediate difficulty level, for which we
had enough trials, and obtained relatively low
prestimulus AUROCs (V1, 0.52; V4, 0.50; and
dlPFC, 0.51). Again, choice probabilities after
stimulus presentation were higher (0 to 300 ms
after stimulus onset; V1, 0.71; V4, 0.71; and dlPFC,
0.74; for all, P < 0.01) (Fig. 3A, solid black bars).
We next asked whether fluctuations in the
prestimulus brain state were related to variations
in stimulus detection. We therefore also evaluated several markers that might predict perceptual report, including the diameter of the pupil
(Pu); its time derivative (DPu) (9); the power in
the a, b, and low or high g bands of the local field
potential (10, 11); and the time that the monkeys
took to initiate a new trial, which is informative about their motivation. When considered
individually, all markers gave weak predictions
(Fig. 3A). We linearly combined prestimulus brainstate measures into a joint measure J (supplementary materials, materials and methods), which
predicted perceptual outcome with an accuracy
close to 60% (V1, 0.59; V4, 0.58; and dlPFC, 0.58;
for all, P < 0.001). To examine the influence of J
on neuronal activity, we selected all trials from
the highest and lowest quintile of the J distribution across trials. A higher value for J was associated with higher prestimulus activity and a
stronger visual response in all three areas (Fig.
3C). High J values also caused a slight increase
in the false-alarm rate (Fig. 3B).
SDT distinguishes between fluctuations in signal strength and response bias. The bias determines the false alarm rate, and we computed
another combination of prestimulus brain-state
parameters, bias (B), which predicted false alarms
with AUROC values around 0.6 (V1, 0.60; V4,
0.62; and dlPFC, 0.61; for all, P < 0.01) (Fig. 3, A
and B). Higher B values were associated with
extra prestimulus firing in all three areas in
stimulus-present (not used to define B) (Fig. 3D)
and stimulus-absent trials (fig. S5).
In SDT, accuracy also depends on d-prime, the
distance between the stimulus-present and -absent
distributions of signal strength (Fig. 1A). Our comparison between hit and miss trials (Fig. 2) suggested that there was variability in the propagation
of neuronal activity to higher cortical levels. However, J did not have an isolated effect on d-prime
because it also influenced the false-alarm rate. We
therefore devised a third linear combination of
prestimulus brain-state measures to index sen-
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Consistent with the propagation hypothesis, V1
microstimulation elicited V4 activity, with a temporal profile that resembled the response elicited
by a visual stimulus, and higher V1 currents increased the V4 response (for all, P < 0.05) (Fig. 4C
and fig. S6). Furthermore, V4 activity was larger
on hit trials than on miss trials at all current
strengths (time window from 0 to 150 ms after
stimulus onset; paired t test, all Ps < 10−6) (Fig. 4D
and fig. S6C). Hence, the efficiency of activity propagation from V1 to V4 predicts perceptual report.
The miss fraction increased from 16% in difficult
trials to 42% in intermediate trials and to 83% in
easy trials (Fig. 4E) (t tests; for all, Ps < 10−3; NLow =

47, NIntermediate = 41, NHigh = 67), implying that for
the stronger electrical stimuli, information could
still be lost at processing levels higher than that of
area V4. Indeed, V4 activity on easy miss trials was
stronger than on difficult hit trials, confirming that
although correlated with the hit probability, the
amplitude of the V4 response does not fully predict
whether a stimulus will enable conscious report.
Can a simple mathematical model of hierarchically arranged areas reproduce these findings?
The model’s architecture was based on previous
modeling studies (14) and contained the lateral
geniculate nucleus and four hierarchically arranged cortical areas (Fig. 4F). We represented

the population of neurons in each area with a
single, stochastic Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process
so that only five variables described the evolution of the network state during simulated trials,
one for each brain region. The model contained
feedforward connections, self-connections within
the areas, and feedback connections. The reciprocal
connections between the parietal and frontal cortex
were relatively strong so that activity exceeding a
threshold in these areas became self-sustained
(Fig. 4I, ignition, and supplementary materials).
The model produced a realistic psychometric function, with increased accuracy for higher contrasts
(Fig. 4G). The activity of the model units was
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quintiles of B (D) and S (E) during the prestimulus epoch. B was
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remarkably similar to that recorded in the monkeys
(Fig. 4I and fig. S7; compare with Fig. 2), and weak
stimuli tended to get lost at lower levels than did
stronger stimuli (fig. S7D). Once ignition occurred
at the higher levels, the feedback connections from

frontal and parietal regions to the visual cortex
caused a small increase in activity in areas V1
and V4 after the stimulus had disappeared, just
as in the data in the epoch before the saccade
(Fig. 2 and fig. S3A). The model also accounted

A

for the profile of neuronal activity on trials without
a stimulus. In a fraction of these trials, stochastic
fluctuations in activity caused spontaneous ignitions at variable time points, giving rise to false
alarms. When averaged across trials, time-locked

B

C

G

H

I

of the GNWT model. The visual stimulus activated the lateral geniculate
nucleus (LGN), and feedforward connections (FF) propagated activity
from the visual cortex (areas V1 and V4) to the parietal and frontal cortex.
Self-connections were within the areas, and feedback connections (FB)
propagated activity from higher back to lower areas. (G) Probability of
target-present response as function of stimulus strength. a.u., arbitrary units.
(H) Miss fractions are lower at higher cortical levels, indicating that more
van Vugt et al., Science 360, 537–542 (2018)
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Fig. 4. Phosphene perception and GNWT
model. (A) Phosphene detection task. On half
of the trials, a train of five microstimulation
pulses was delivered to area V1 in order to
evoke a phosphene at the RF of the stimulated
cells (green rectangle). The other half of the
trials were without microstimulation. After
480 ms, the monkey reported a phosphene by
making an eye movement to its previous
location and its absence with an eye
movement to the gray circle. (B) Accuracy
as function of current amplitude in an example
recording session in monkey B. (C) V4
MUA on correct trials during V1 microstimulation with different current intensities,
averaged across all recording sites. Shaded
region indicates ± SEM. (Right) Example
RF of stimulated V1 neurons (white rectangle)
and of an example V4 recording site (false
color). (D) V4 multiunit responses averaged
across recording sites that were elicited by V1
currents below qLow (difficult; left), between
qLow and qHigh (intermediate; middle), and
higher than qHigh (easy; right). Green curves
indicate hits, and red curves indicate misses.
The square below the x axis illustrates the
microstimulation epoch (five pulses, with an
interval of 5 ms). (E) Miss fraction in V4
(ActivityMiss/ActivityHit × 100%) for the different performance categories (time window 0 to
150 ms; shorter than in the visual experiments
because the V4 response evoked by V1
stimulation was more transient). (F) Structure
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activity is lost on the miss trials. (I) Activity elicited in model V1, V4, and
frontal cortex (compare with Fig. 2A). When the activity in the frontal
cortex of the model reaches a threshold level of activity, it can sustain
itself (ignition, red and green arrows) because of the strong reciprocal
connectivity with the parietal cortex. Activity dies down if this threshold activity
level is not reached and the stimulus is missed. The black curves indicate
activity for correct rejections, and the blue curves indicate activity for false alarms.
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PFC activity mainly reflects conscious reporting
(24, 25). Although this account may suffice for
the present results, PFC neurons also selectively
represent consciously perceived stimuli during
binocular flash suppression even if there is no
need for report (26).
The higher brain regions provided feedback to
areas V1 and V4, where the initial responses were
driven by the stimulus, but later activity was
stronger if the animals reported the stimulus
(Fig. 2). A previous functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI) study observed a comparable
increase of neuronal activity in early visual cortex
when subjects reported a stimulus (27), but the
fMRI signal did not differentiate between hits
and false alarms, as though it was blind to stimulus presentation. The difference with the present
results may be caused by the nature of the fMRI
signal, which is insensitive to fine-grained timing
but sensitive to processes other than spiking activity, such as synaptic activity of feedback connections (28, 29).
SDT stipulates an undefined source of signal
fluctuations across trials. We found that part of
this variability arises before stimulus onset. Various markers of prestimulus brain state could be
combined to predict stimulus detection with accuracies greater than 60%. Additional measures
of prestimulus brain state may further increase
predictive power, although part of the unpredictability may be caused by the intrinsic stochasticity of neuronal activity, which was an essential
ingredient of the model (Fig. 4F). It proved
possible to define linear combinations of prestimulus brain-state markers with independent
information about the subject’s response bias
and sensitivity. A bias to report target present
was associated with a higher baseline firing rate
across different brain regions, bringing neurons
closer to the threshold for ignition (Fig. 3). By
contrast, a higher sensitivity was associated with
an improved propagation of neuronal activity to
higher processing levels, increasing the difference
in activity levels between target-present and targetabsent trials at the processing stage that determines the threshold for ignition. Although
our study did not address the brain mechanisms
that influence the prestimulus firing rate and the
quality of signal propagation, previous studies
have established relations between pupil size and
the frequency bands of the electroencephalography
and the tone of neuromodulators such as noradrenaline (9) and acetylcholine (30). Future
studies could examine whether the activity of
these neuromodulatory systems indeed exerts
separable influences on the animals’ bias and
sensitivity when stimuli are near the threshold
of conscious perception.
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to trial onset, these spontaneous ignitions led
to a ramping of activity, just as in the dlPFC of
monkeys (Fig. 2A). On these trials, feedback to
areas V1 and V4 also caused slightly higher activity
levels than on trials with correct rejections, just
as observed in the monkey visual cortex (Fig. 2A).
Overall, our results provide new insights into
why a fixed stimulus sometimes leads to a conscious report and sometimes remains subliminal
and inspire unification of SDT and GNWT. Both
data and model support the concept of multiple
bottlenecks for conscious access: Weak stimuli
tend to get lost at early processing levels, whereas
stronger stimuli may transiently activate frontal
cortex but still fail to reach the threshold for
reportability. For conscious detection to occur
in the model, stimuli must elicit a threshold level
of prefrontal activity that is sufficient for ignition; stimuli that fail to reach this level are missed.
Ignition corresponds to a self-sustained pattern of
neuronal activity at the higher processing levels.
Because of the variability of neuronal activity,
the ignition threshold is occasionally reached on
stimulus-absent trials, so that a false alarm occurs. The model proposes that ignition is caused
by strong reciprocal interactions between the
parietal and frontal cortex, in accordance with
studies demonstrating that anesthesia weakens
these interactions (15).
In our study, V1 activity was weaker on miss
than on hit trials, in accordance with previous
work (16), but our findings differ from results
in the primary somatosensory cortex of monkeys
in which neuronal responses did not predict the
perception of weak tactile stimuli (17). Here too,
however, V1 and V4 activity also did not fully
predict perceptual report because neuronal activity evoked by missed visual or electrical stimuli could be at least as strong as that elicited by
stimuli that were reported, implying information loss in downstream areas. By contrast, the
activity level in the dlPFC categorically predicted
perceptual report, implying that dlPFC lies at
or beyond the stage that determines the reporting threshold.
We note a few limitations of our experiments.
First, they were not aimed at revealing all of the
brain regions that contribute to conscious reportability; although we focused on dlPFC neurons
that contribute to eye movement planning, a
broader set of high-level regions, linked by bidirectional connections, is likely to contribute
to the postulated global work space. Other cortical
regions—upstream from the dlPFC and including,
for example, the temporal (18–20) and parietal
cortex (21, 22)—also exhibit extra activity if a
stimulus reaches awareness, suggesting that they
take part in conscious perception. Second, our
design did not dissociate the brain regions required for conscious experience from those involved in conscious access and reportability (23).
Because our goal was to investigate the mechanism of reportability and its fluctuations, we
needed an explicit behavioral report in order to
sort otherwise identical trials according to their
subjective detection. It has been proposed that
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Setting conscious perception alight
What are the neuronal mechanisms that enable conscious perception? Why do some images remain subliminal?
Van Vugt et al. trained monkeys to detect low-contrast images and compared neuronal activity in brain areas V1, V4,
and the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. Some stimuli made it into consciousness, and others were subliminal depending
on their propagation, which can be variable for weak stimuli (see the Perspective by Mashour). Strongly propagated
stimuli initiated a state in the higher brain areas called ''ignition'' that caused information about a brief stimulus to become
sustained and broadcasted back through recurrent interactions between many brain areas.
Science, this issue p. 537; see also p. 493

